Why are we so Violent in America?
Aurora, Colorado – July 2012… Yet another mass shooting perpetrated by a deranged individual intent
on killing innocent people. Columbine, Virginia Tech – just pick your incident, unfortunately there are
quite a few.
Why? The politicians would have you believe that it is our 2nd Amendment right that is causing this
violent rampage. Guns are to blame, hand guns, sport rifles, assault rifles, shot guns, high-capacity
magazines, large ammunition purchases, those are what they want you to believe are to blame for the
rash of violence in our country today.
The media jumps on the bandwagon – and of course, our friends in Hollywood jump on the bandwagon
to get rid of guns… Guns, guns, guns…
Does anybody still believe that taking guns from everyone can even happen? What about the “War on
Drugs” – did that remove Cocaine and Meth from our country? Did it stop the flow of Heroin? Why
would anybody believe that the Federal Government could stop the flow of illegal weapons to the
criminal element if firearms were outlawed in the United States? The ATF lost control of their own “Fast
and Furious” operation and a firearm was used to kill a US Federal Agent. Does anybody still believe
that the Federal Government can actually stop the flow of drugs? What makes firearms different?
Speaking of this, Mexico says that our gun laws have led to their current drug epidemic. Do you believe
that for a second? I don’t recall the last time I could buy a fully automatic AK-47 or M-16 at a gun show
in my home state without going through a Class III red tape nightmare – but the Mexican Drug Gangs are
receiving and using thousands upon thousands of these weapons, so they MUST come from America,
right? WRONG – they are coming from the same place that is feeding weapons to Iraq, Afghanistan, and
other hot spots in the world. I’m sure a bit of that good old Mexican Government corruption is to blame
as well…
The firearm industry is GLOBAL people, not just American. Mexico is receiving firearms from
International Arms Dealers, not from Gander Mountain, Bass Pro, Wal-Mart, or MidwayUSA!
Who would pay for stricter “gun control”? You would, and I would, in the form of taxes… Health Care,
Job Creation, and now Gun Control? How much can we be taxed? Does anybody have one idea how
many people in this country make a living selling firearms or all that is related? People make
ammunition, holsters, ranges, gun clubs, gun stores, cases, firearms (Smith & Wesson, Springfield, Colt,
American Icons), write magazines, books, etc. These are American JOBS. Is it a good idea to put more
people out of work? What about tens and maybe even hundreds of thousands of people?
But it must be the guns, right? Let me ask you this America, do you honestly think Mr. Michael “I hate
guns” Bloomberg goes around without armed guards to protect him? I think not… However, it is okay
for him to take our right to own firearms away because we’re too stupid to own them? Ask yourself the
same thing about the Chicago Major, the State of New Jersey Government Officials, or (for that matter)

the President of the United States. If they outlaw guns, do you think any of those people will disarm
their guards? Do you really?
So – what is the reason for our violent nature here in the United States of America? Did you know that
the average American Child sees thousands of murders before the age of 15? Would you believe the
average American Child murders hundreds upon hundreds of people/animals/aliens by the age of 15?
Our media would have you believe it is guns – but that isn’t our chief violence export… Our television,
movies, and video games are teaching our young people to be cold blooded killers. Lt. Col Rex
Grossman has already pointed this out (http://killology.com/book_stop_summary.htm).
Our elected leadership would rather take away our freedom to achieve their political gain than to take
on the people who pay for their election campaigns (Hollywood and the Media). When was the last
time you heard anyone in the media ask what kind of knife was used in a murder? How about what kind
of beer a drunk driver was drinking before committing a vehicular murder?
How many of our rights are we willing to give up for the sake of “safety”? What is next, our Freedom of
Religion, Speech?
Real change to our violent nature needs to be addressed at the root cause. That root cause is NOT
firearms, it is our entertainment industry. The next time a gun grabber wants to take away your
freedom, point out this bit of information. Remember, if you choose not to vote for your Freedom, YOU
are responsible for losing it. Vote 2nd Amendment for the upcoming elections – and DO NOT BE
FOOLED.

